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LONDON: European stock markets traded nar-
rowly mixed yesterday, as the Bank of England
looks set to announce its first interest-rate rise in
a decade. All eyes will also be on the United
States, as President Donald Trump looks set to
replace Federal Reserve chief Janet Yellen with a
governor of the central bank, Jerome Powell. In-
vestors were looking also to the imminent US
House Republicans’ tax reform announcement. In
late morning European trades, London’s bench-
mark FTSE 100 index was up 0.2 percent com-
pared with the close on Wednesday. The index
was helped by a weaker
pound boosting share
prices of multi-nationals. 

In the eurozone,
Frankfurt’s DAX 30
dropped 0.2 percent
and the Paris CAC 40
slipped by 0.1 percent in
value. At 1200 GMT, the
Bank of England (BoE) is
widely expected to an-
nounce an increase in its key interest rate to
0.50 percent from a record-low 0.25 percent in
a bid to tame high British inflation. “How the
pound trades-and the FTSE for that matter
given the inverse correlation that the two share-
in the aftermath of the decision will likely de-
pend on the minutes, economic projections and
press conference that accompanies the deci-

sion,” noted Oanda analyst, Craig Erlam. “Any
indication that more rate hikes are planned for
next year could trigger a sharp rally in the
pound... while anything else may weigh,” he said. 

Rising rates in US 
As expected, the Fed on Wednesday kept US

interest rates unchanged as it reported that the
world’s biggest economy was growing at a
“solid pace”. That statement solidified the view
the US central bank is likely to raise interest
rates in December, in turn boosting the dollar.

Earlier yesterday,
Tokyo’s stock market
was the Asian standout,
building on a rally and
buoyed by a strong US
growth forecast and do-
mestic corporate results
as well as a weak yen,
traders said. 

Shares on the Nikkei
225 index added 0.5 per-

cent to hit a fresh 21-year high, brushing aside
concerns about overheating following their recent
surge. On Wall Street, the world’s biggest com-
pany Apple was due to release earnings yester-
day. New York markets meanwhile remained
hopeful that Trump’s ambitious tax plans are mov-
ing closer to becoming reality, but a delay in the
roll-out signaled potential trouble ahead. —AFP

London stock market up before 
expected Bank of England rate rise

Rate hikes could trigger rally in the pound

World’s biggest
economy growing

at solid pace

SEOUL: A currency trader stretches himself while working at the foreign exchange dealing room of the KEB
Hana Bank headquarters in Seoul, South Korea, yesterday. —AP

Booming oil 
demand erodes
inventories
LONDON: Global oil consumption is growing rap-
idly, helping account for the decline in reported in-
ventories, the recent surge in prices and the shift in
futures markets from contango to backwardation.
Consumption is much harder to measure than pro-
duction, which is why the demand side of the market
receives less attention. 

Even in the advanced economies, consumption
data is only available with a delay of two months or
more, and reliable data from emerging economies
often not at all. Global demand assessments are
therefore often educated guesswork, as analysts try
to calculate how much oil has been used and how
much is in storage. But strong consumption growth
has been at least as important as the restraint of
production by OPEC and non-OPEC oil exporters
in helping rebalance the oil market. 

Global consumption rose by 1.6 million barrels
per day (bpd) in 2016 and 2.0 million bpd in 2015
as low prices and a synchronized economic expan-

sion in most areas of the world spurred demand.
Consumption is forecast to increase by a further
1.6 million bpd this year and 1.4 million bpd in 2018,
according to the International Energy Agency. And
predictions have been consistently revised higher
as demand data has come in stronger than forecast.

Strong demand
The fragmentary information which is available

in near real-time all shows consumption in the
United States and around the world growing
strongly. US gasoline consumption hit a seasonal
record in four of the five months between April and
August, according to the US Energy Information
Administration. Strong economic growth, cheap
fuel, more driving and purchases of bigger vehicles
have offset improvements in fuel economy since
2015. US consumption of diesel has also been run-
ning consistently higher than last year, reflecting
the increase in oil and gas drilling as well as more
freight movements. 

With demand growing at home, US refineries
have been exporting record quantities of fuel to
markets in Latin America and the rest of the world
reflecting strong demand overseas as well as refin-
ery problems in some emerging markets. US ex-
ports of crude and refined fuels were approximately
750,000 bpd higher in the three months from June
to August than the same period in 2016. —Reuters

Emerging stocks
hover near 
2-week highs
LONDON: Emerging stocks clung to two-week
highs yesterday and the Czech crown hit a fresh
four-year high against the euro as markets bet that
the central bank in Prague would hike rates for the
second time this year. MSCI’s benchmark emerging
stocks index has been underpinned by positive
growth momentum in both developed and emerging
markets, with manufacturing activity data showing
continued expansion, albeit at a slower pace.

In the latest data, Poland and Hungary factory
activity growth slowed slightly in October, but
Poland remained on track for its best annual per-
formance in seven years as new orders flooded in.
Budapest stocks rallied 1.35 percent, partly playing
catch up after a closure for a public holiday on
Wednesday.  Turkish stocks also rose 1 percent, with
automotive shares leaping ahead of the unveiling of
a car project announcement.  However, bourses in
Asia, Russia and Poland chalked up losses. Curren-
cies fared better after the dollar came under pres-
sure following a one-day delay to the unveiling of a
key US tax reform bill. Adding to the dollar’s woes
were market expectations that Jerome Powell will be
chosen as the next chair of the US Federal Reserve,

which kept US Treasury yields under pressure.
Powell is expected to continue with the Fed’s cau-
tious pace of tightening. The South African rand
bounced 0.6 percent to a one-week high, though
that came in the wake of underperformance.  

The rand was hit hard last week after South
Africa raised its estimate for this year’s budget
deficit to an eight-year high. Russia’s rouble and
Turkey’s lira both chalked up solid gains against the
dollar. Meanwhile the Czech crown cemented its
position as this year’s top performing mainstream
currency ahead of a central bank meeting later in
the day, hitting a fresh four-year high against the
euro. All 16 analysts in a Reuters poll have projected
a rate hike, with all but one expecting a 25 basis
points rise, and the other forecasting a 50 basis
point hike. 

“The Czech crown has been the stand out per-
former - in the region it probably has the strongest
balance of payments position,” said Koon Chow,
emerging markets macro and FX strategist at UBP.
“Also the central bank is quite conventional, so
when growth and inflation are picking up they are
hiking ... All the stars are aligned for a positive
(crown).” He added that stronger business cycle
data was underpinning eastern European curren-
cies. Czech manufacturing business sentiment
jumped to its highest in more than six years in Oc-
tober. Elsewhere, Bahrain’s five-year credit default
swaps rose 1 basis point (bp) from Wednesday’s
close to 250 bps, according to IHS Markit, the high-
est level since mid-January, after media reports that
it had asked its Gulf allies for aid. —Reuters


